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SOLUTION SERIE - DBL POWER DISTRIBUTION BLOCKS
easy to install
three configurations in one product
switchable, opening in two directions and lockable
all wiring data and specifications are visible from above

SNA / SNK SERIE
extensive range of industrial switching and control applications
SNA-connection technology (screw and bolt connection)
asymmetrical design prevents assembly and wiring errors
flexible installation with various mounting options

Easy to install

3 configurations in 1 product:
Single pole splitter: split of power main input into several o
Multiple poles splitter: interlocking function and ready to u
marking kit (L1, L2, L3, N, PE, +, - ) delivered with each block
Grouping: of several inputs into 1 output (solar application).
Flexible cover facilitates identification & wiring:
- Reversible, two directions opening, snap-on
- All wiring data’s and specifications visible on top.

Space saving

INSTALLATION CLAMPS
preferred choice in installation technology
Simplifying the identification of circuits through
coding of the circuits (continuity, earth, neutral)
more space in control cabinets thanks to the compact design
and multi-level terminal blocks

ESSAILEC

test blocks

Panel space saving:
Save up to 50 % rail space compare to conventional distributio
bars thanks to our modular compact design
1 500 V DC:
Voltage rating adapted to most recent solar inverters requirem

Increased productivity

Reduced wiring, inventories, hardware and assembly costs:
- Reduce assembly time by 80 % compared to conventional
systems.
- Our modular and touch proof concept eliminates the needs
for bus bars, isolators, fasteners, protection screens…
- Accept aluminum & copper conductors
- 1 product in stock for 3 possible configurations.
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Continuous operation

The products have a wide range of applications

L

r distribution concept
compact and modular design of our power distribution
easy installation combined with a great flexibility of use.

We offer you:
short delivery time
great expertise
personal advice
more than 10,000 products available from stock
freeGroup
shipping from € 100.00 within Germany
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Anytime, anywhere, KRÜGER-Werke GmbH.
We look forward to a good cooperation and are happy to answer any questions you may have.
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Your contact for ENTRELEC

50%

space saving

verkauf@KRUEGER-Werke.de
www.krueger-werke.de
+ 49 351 - 799 02 - 300
+ 49 351 - 799 02 - 399
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